Staff tip sheet: Embed a Video in Blackboard

Embedding a Panopto video in Blackboard content area

Go to the content area within Blackboard where you want your students to view your recording and select “Build Content” (1) at the top of the screen, then “Item” (2).

Name the item (3), click on the ellipsis on the toolbar (4), then click on the plus symbol (5).

Select “Panopto Video” (6).

Check that your Blackboard site name is visible (7); only students enrolled in your Blackboard site will be able to view your videos.

Tick the video you wish to embed (8) and then insert your video (9).

If you are ECU Staff and require support/training please contact Learning Technologies Support Officers, e: eLearningTraining@ecu.edu.au | p: 6304 2255
Text can be added either side of the video and files i.e. PowerPoint slides or PDFs can be attached, click on the “Submit” button to complete the video embed.

The embedded video is automatically sized @720x480, which is suitable for **single recordings** in the learning material space. If you wish to make better use of the learning space, you are able to reduce the size of these videos by editing the “Source code” (10); change the source code width and height.

---

**Two recordings** present well side by side @510x340.

**Multiple recordings** present well tiled; three videos side by side @300x200 is recommended and can be embedded within a table with multiple rows.

Text can be added on either side of the recording, and files can be attached. Scroll down to “Submit” the item when complete.
Single embedded recording 720x480

Welcome to PowerPoint 365

Two embedded recordings side by side 510x340

Welcome and a quick unit induction

Multiple recordings 300x200
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